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Pregnancy is one of lifeâ€™s great adventures, a time that mothers-to-be will want to remember. My
Pregnancy Journal with Sophie la girafeÂ® is the perfect place to record every important moment,
from the first daydreams of motherhood to the day Baby finally comes home.A truly interactive
keepsake, My Pregnancy Journal has a place for every milestone and change that comes with
pregnancy, along with many unique special features:Ample room for photographsA pocket to fill with
hopes for Babyâ€™s futureAn astrology wheel and Chinese horoscope chartA page for
brainstorming baby namesDesignated places for ultrasounds, baby shower invitations, and other
mementosThis beautiful album is also incredibly functional thanks to monthly to-do lists, tips for
morning sickness, baby-supply checklists, and more!
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I really thought that I was going to go with The Belly Book, but after going to Barnes and Noble to
look at them in person I was quite shocked that this ended up being my favorite, especially when I
don't like the whole Sophie trend. But I adore that this has places for input from mother and father,
and that I can add images from our dating and wedding. It truly makes it a treasured keepsake that I
can't wait to give my child when they're old enough. I also enjoy the prompts not being too cheesy,
but still having enough room to free write.

This book is adorable and very detailed. Some of the sections require some thought, but I'm sure
that our children will love reading through it one day. My husband and I have had a lot of fun filling it
out. There are places to record personal things about each of you, how you met, hopes for your
baby, and lots of places for pictures. It is a really fun and very cool item to pass onto our children
someday.

I absolutely love my journal. It focuses so much on the family and the love between the couple. It
asks for letters to the baby, pictures, hopes, dreams you name it! I get to write out as much as I
want and give lots of details I know our child will love reading. This is the best one and I've looked at
them all.

I like what this book has to offer. It asks good questions to answer and provides areas for photos.
It's built sturdy and has very cute pages inside.

This journal not only looks beautiful on the outside, but the inside is gorgeous. So many pages for
all the different moment. It's wonderful.

This was my favorite of the many pregnancy journals I looked at. The questions are fun and
light-hearted, and the overall design is adorable.

I'm in love with this book. It's perfect. Great quality and awesome content. S2

The best one i have seen in the marketplace. Informational and fun
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